Abstract. A classification is given for one-relator groups having a finitely presented normal subgroup of infinite index.
G = (A * B; U) where H is of finite index in U, which is therefore free, and A : U = B : U = 2; or G = (t, K; tKt~x = K) where H is of finite index in K, which is therefore free. Hence, G is an infinite cyclic or infinite dihedral extension of a finitely generated free group which contains H. Now suppose r2 = 1, i.e., H is a normal cyclic subgroup of G. By Bieri [2, Corollary 8.7] , G is a treed HNN group with finitely many vertices and edges each of which is infinite cyclic and contains H. We first map the tree product base of G into an infinite cyclic group as follows: Map the generator a of a fixed vertex into 1 in the additive group of rationals and extend the mapping to its neighboring vertices in such a way that the amalgamation relations are satisfied; e.g., if ap = bq then b is mapped into p/q. Continuing in this way with the neighbors of b, etc., we obtain a homomorphism of the base which is 1-1 on each vertex into a finitely generated and hence cyclic subgroup gp(c) of the rationals.
We now extend this map to a mapping of G into the infinite dihedral group D = (m, c; m2, mcm~x = c~x). If t is a stable letter of G and H = gp(A), then tht~x = h',e = ± 1; if e = 1, map t into c and if e = -1, map / into m. If the relation corresponding to / is taat~x = bß, then the corresponding edge groups lying in the vertex groups are generated by a" and bß. Since A lies in each edge group, there exist u and v not zero with A = aau = bßv, and so h< = tht~x = taaurx = bßu = btßv and u = ev. Also if A goes into the rational number Sc then a" ->(Sc)/w and bß -+(8c)/v. Hence taat~x and bß are each mapped into Se /eu.
We thus have a homomorphism of G into D which is 1-1 on each vertex. The following lemma applies and we have that G is an infinite cyclic or infinite dihedral extension of the kernel N where TV* is a finitely generated free group. □ Lemma. Let G be a treed HNN group with finitely many edges and let a be a homomorphism of G which is 1-1 077 each vertex of G and is such that the image of each edge is of finite index in a(G). Then the kernel N of a is a finitely generated free group.
Proof of Lemma. We use induction on the number of edges of G. The result is trivially true if there are no edges. If there is a stable letter t, then G -{t, K; tLt~x = A/> where AT is a treed HNN group having one fewer edge than G. Since a is 1-1 on the vertices of G, N n L = 1. Hence by the subgroup theorem in [5] , N is the free product of a free group F and factors EKE ~ ' n N where E ranges over a double coset representative system for G mod(N, K). By inductive hypothesis, EKE~X n N = E(K n N)E~X is a finitely generated free group. Hence N is a free group. If there is no stable letter, then G = (A * B; U) where A is an extremal vertex of G and B is a treed HNN group having one fewer edge than G. A similar argument using the subgroup theorem for amalgamated products in [6] applies in this case to show again that A is a finitely generated free group. D Corollary 1. Let G, H be as in the theorem. Then G is residually finite and G" is free.
Proof. G is a finite extension of an infinite cyclic extension of a finitely generated free group and so G is residually finite (see, e.g., Baumslag [1] ). Also since Z and Z2 * Z2 are metabelian, G " is free. □ Corollary 2. Let G be a group having an infinite cyclic normal subgroup. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) G is finitely presented with cdG < 2;
(ii) G is a treed HNN group with infinite cyclic vertices and finitely many edges.
(iii) G is a torsion free infinite cyclic or infinite dihedral extension of a finitely generated free group.
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) and (iii), has been shown in the proof of the theorem. If (iii) holds, then G has the form <i, K; tKt~x = K) or (A * B; U) where K, A, B are free. Hence cdG < 2 (see, e.g., Bieri [2, Propositions 6.1 and 6.12]), and (i) holds. Similarly (ii) implies (i). □ Note that (ii) above implies that every finitely generated subgroup of G is finitely presented (see, for example [6] and [7] ), and hence every finitely generated normal subgroup of infinite index in G is free.
Note also that the argument in the proof of the theorem applies to any group G of cd < 2 with x(G) < 0, such as a finite extension or a subgroup of finite index of a one-relator group, and yields the same conclusions except that G may have more than two generators.
Finally, we consider two examples suggested by A. Pietrowski. First let G, = (<a, ¿?> * <c, </>; b = c, a2 = dcd-x,aba~x = d2), which is the free product of two free groups with subgroups of index two amalgamated and therefore is an infinite dihedral extension of its amalgamated subgroup. Eliminating b and c, we obtain G, = (a,d;a~xd2a = d-xa2d).
Replacing d by ax results in Gx = <(a, x; (xa) x~~'a x), or equivalently G, = <a, x0, x,, x2; x0xIx2_1x0, ax0a~x = x,, axxa~x = x2>.
Thus G, is a one-relator group which is an infinite dihedral extension of a finitely generated free group. However, G, is not an infinite cyclic extension of a free group; for, since the relator (xa)2x~ xa~2x is not a commutator, there is a unique normal subgroup P such that Gx/P is infinite cyclic, viz., P = gp(x)G', which is a proper ascending union of free groups of rank two, so that P is not free. On the other hand, G2 = ((a, b} * <c, </>; b = c2, a2 = cd, aba~x = dc~x), is the free product of two free groups with subgroups of index two amalgamated, and therefore an infinite dihedral extension of its amalgamated subgroup. Now G2 is the one-relator group G2 = (a, c; ac2a~lca~2c}. Letting a = c2x, we obtain a relator with c-exponent sum zero, and we see that gp(x)°2 is a finitely generated free group, and so G2 is both an infinite cyclic and an infinite dihedral extension of a finitely generated free group. Results similar to the main theorem have been obtained independently by R. Bieri.
